Abstract. We give a general procedure for the calculation of the intersection Poincaré polynomial of the symplectic quotient M/ /K, of a symplectic manifold M by a hamiltonian group action of a compact Lie group K. The procedure mirrors that used by Kirwan for the calculation of the intersection Poincaré polynomial of a geometric invariant theory quotient of a nonsingular complex projective variety. That is, we proceed inductively on a partial desingularisation of the quotient. This allows us to reduce to the nonsingular case which is calculable (by using Morse theory on the norm square of the moment map). As in the algebraic setting there is a surjection
Introduction
When we have a Hamiltonian action of a compact Lie group K on a symplectic manifold (M, ω) with a moment map µ : M → k * there is a symplectic quotient given by
This is also known as the reduction of M at zero. If the stabiliser of every point in µ −1 (0) is finite, or equivalently 0 is a regular value of the moment map then µ −1 (0) is a submanifold. In this case µ −1 (0)/K is an orbifold endowed with a symplectic structure. If the action of K on µ −1 (0) is free then it is a symplectic manifold. Kirwan has shown in [K1] and Ness in [N] that this quotient is related to Mumford's geometric invariant theory quotient. The latter arises when a reductive group G acts linearly on a non-singular complex projective variety X; equivalently we have an action which lifts to an action on the hyperplane line bundle H over X. The geometric invariant theory quotient is denoted X/ /G. If every semistable point is stable then X/ /G = X ss /G where the latter is the topological quotient of the open set of semistable points.
Consider the special case when M is a compact Kahler manifold. Suppose the Hamiltonian action of K extends to an action of the complexification K C = G and that K preserves the Kahler structure. Let M min denote the minimum Morse stratum of the function f = µ 2 on M . Then the quotient of M min by G is homeomorphic to µ −1 (0)/K. Specialise further to the case when M is a nonsingular complex projective variety (with a chosen projective embedding), G acts linearly and K acts via unitary transformations which preserve the standard Kahler structure of M . Kirwan shows in [K1] that M ss = M min and the semistable points may be characterised as precisely those points for which Gx ∩ µ −1 (0) = ∅. It turns out that the conditions for good quotients to exist in the symplectic and algebraic senses, respectively finite stabilisers and semistable points being stable, are equivalent and in this case
In fact there is always a homeomorphism M/ /G ∼ = µ −1 (0)/K. When the quotient is an orbifold [K1] shows how to calculate the Betti numbers of the rational cohomology of the quotient.
What can be said when the quotient has more serious singularities? In [K2] a procedure for partially desingularising the geometric invariant theory quotient is given. This involves blowing M up along a sequence of subvarieties to obtainM , a variety with a linear G action such thatM ss =M s . Although the procedure involves choices, the resulting partial desingularistionM / /G of M/ /G is canonical given the linear action of G on M . The rational Poincaré polynomial ofM / /G can be computed. [K3] shows how this can be used to calculate the rational intersection Poincaré polynomial of M/ /G.
There is an analogous procedure in symplectic geometry. For a compact symplectic manifold M a partial desingularisationX of the symplectic quotient X = µ −1 (0)/K may be constructed in a similar way, although it is not so canonically defined, see [MeS] . In this paper we show how to compute both the rational Poincaré polynomial of the partial desingularisationX and the rational intersection Poincaré polynomial of X.
In brief the desingularisation procedure runs as follows. Suppose H is a connected reductive subgroup of G. Let Z H = {x ∈ M : H fixes x, and acts trivially on the fibre at x of H} where H is the hyperplane line bundle over M . Suppose that Z H ∩ M ss = ∅ and that H is of maximal dimension with this property. Then G(Z H ∩ M ss ) is a subvariety (and G(Z H ∩ M ss ) is closed and non-singular in M ss ). Blowing up along a desingularisation of G(Z H ∩ M ss ) removes conjugates of H from the set of subgroups fixing semistable points. Inductively we can reduce to the case when stabilisers of points in M ss are finite. In the symplectic case we consider subalgebras h of k = Lie K of maximal dimension such that M h ∩ µ −1 (0) = ∅ where M h = {x ∈ M : exp h fixes x}. We can construct a symplectic submanifold (of a neighbourhood of µ −1 (0)) containing M h ∩ µ −1 (0) which is the symplectic analogue of G(Z H ∩ M ss ). Blowing up along this removes conjugates of exp h from the set of subgroups fixing points in the zero set of the moment map. Inductively we produce a symplectic manifoldM with Hamiltonian K action which satisfies the finite stabiliser condition.
A brief summary: in §2 we give the necessary preliminary material describing singular symplectic quotients and the procedure for partially desingularising them.
§3 shows how the rational equivariant cohomology (or at least the Poincaré polynomial) of the desingularisation may be computed using the Morse theory of the norm square of the moment map. We give a lightning overview of the results of [K1] §5. These are then used to give a formula for the change at each stage of the blowing up process cf. [K2] . In §4 we give a second approach to this calculation. This does not use Morse theory but rather local calculations and sheaf theory. The resulting formula is somewhat different. It does however relate very clearly to the formula given in §5 for the rational intersection Poincaré polynomial of X, which is obtained by similar methods. In this calculation we exploit the locally algebraic structure of symplectic quotients. In particular we make repeated use of the hard Lefschetz theorem for the intersection cohomology of a complex algebraic variety.
There are two other results in §5 which are of interest. One is the existence of a surjection H (When 0 is a regular value of µ so that IH * (X) = H * (X) this is often called the Atiyah-Bott-Kirwan map.) The second is a version of the decomposition theorem (see [BBD] , [K4] ) for the blowup of a symplectic quotient.
Preliminaries
2.1. Let (M, ω) be a compact connected symplectic manifold. Suppose there is a Hamiltonian action of a compact, connected Lie group K on M with moment map µ : M → k * . If the action on Z = µ −1 (0) is free then the reduction at zero X = Z/K is a manifold, or, relaxing the condition slightly, if K acts with only finite isotropy groups then X is an orbifold. In either case the reduction has a symplectic structure. When we remove these conditions on the action of K the reduced space may have singularities. In [SL] it is shown that X is in fact a stratified symplectic space. The stratification comes from the stratification of M by orbit types. For our purposes we will use a slightly coarser stratification by orbifolds. This corresponds to the stratification of M by infinitesimal orbit types, indexed by the Lie algebras of the isotropy groups, rather than by the isotropy groups themselves. The reason for using this stratification is that we will not be able to remove singularities arising from finite isotropy groups with our desingularisation procedure so we are constrained to working with orbifold quotients. In fact we could work completely in the orbifold category by letting M be an orbifold too; this is the approach taken in [MeS] from which our presentation borrows heavily.
Suppose h ⊂ k is a Lie subalgebra. For x ∈ M define k x to be the Lie algebra of the isotropy group K x of x. Let
Since M is compact the set I of conjugacy classes of isotropy algebras is finite. I has a partial ordering: for α, β ∈ I say α < β if and only if X α ⊂ X β .
Theorem 2.1. (see [MeS] ) The intersection Example 2.2. Delzant spaces are examples of compact Hamiltonian T n -spaces. They arise as certain symplectic quotients of C n and each such space corresponds to a convex rational polytope in R n * . Many properties of the space and action are reflected in the combinatorics of the polytope making these particularly tractable examples.
We say that a convex polytope ∆ ⊂ R n * is Delzant if
• n edges meet at each vertex, • each edge is rational, i.e. has the form v + te i where v is the vertex and e i ∈ Z n * , • the e i form a basis of Z n * .
Given a Delzant polytope we can construct a Hamiltonian T n -space associated to it. One way of giving the polytope is as the intersection of various half spaces, say
where the n i ∈ Z n are primitive inward pointing normals to the faces of ∆. Taking the standard basis of Z d to these n i gives a map Z d → Z n . It extends linearly to a map R d → R n and together these induce a quotient map
This fits into a short exact sequence with the inclusion i :
There is a standard Hamiltonian action of
As moment map we may take
where λ = (λ i ) is determined by the polytope. The subgroup K acts on C d and the obvious moment map for its action is i * • µ T = µ say. Zero is a regular value of this map -it is here that we need the fact that ∆ is Delzant. The subset µ −1 (0) is compact and in fact K acts freely upon it. Denote the symplectic quotient
is Abelian there is a residual Hamiltonian T n action on X ∆ . It is maybe no surprise that when we compute the moment map for this then the image is nothing other than ∆. For example take as ∆ the triangle in R 2 * with vertices (0, 0), (0, 1) and (1, 0). Then X ∆ is P 2 and T 2 acts as
Thus far there has been no mention of singular symplectic spaces. However the same construction can be used for rational convex polytopes which are not Delzant. Then the action of K on the zero set of µ need no longer be free and we will obtain a stratified symplectic space rather than a symplectic manifold. Consider the following modification of the ∆ defined above: let ∆ ǫ be the intersection of ∆ with the half space x 1 ≤ 1 − ǫ 2 . For ǫ > 0 this is Delzant and the corresponding symplectic manifold will be described later. If we allow ǫ = 0 then the polytope degenerates with three edges meeting at (1, 0). For ∆ ǫ we obtain the following zero set
and the subgroup K = {(h + β, h, h, β) ∈ T 4 }. If ǫ = 0 then the subgroup H of K given by h + β = 1 fixes the set {(z, 0, 0, 0) : |z| 2 = 1} ⊂ µ −1 (0). These are the only points in µ −1 (0) fixed by a non-trivial subgroup. So the quotient has two strata, one indexed by {1} and the other by H.
[MeS] describes a partial desingularisation of X. That is, Meinrencken and Sjamaar show how to construct an orbifoldX and a smooth surjectionX → X which is a symplectomorphism onto an arbitrarily large open subset of the nonsingular stratum of X. The construction involves blowing up along symplectic submanifolds of M . The successive blowups are also Hamiltonian K-spaces and the quotient of the final one will be the orbifoldX. In fact these submanifolds are only defined in a neighbourhood of Z and we are thus forced to work in such a neighbourhood. The blowups are achieved by Lerman's symplectic surgery [L] .
Symplectic surgery is a method for cutting a symplectic manifold into two pieces and modifying the boundaries created so that these pieces become symplectic manifolds without boundaries. More precisely suppose we have a Hamiltonian circle action on a symplectic manifold (M, σ) with moment map φ : M → R. The pair
is a symplectic manifold and the diagonal action of S 1 is Hamiltonian with moment
If zero is a regular value of φ it is a regular value of ψ too. Consider the symplectic quotient
We have
and {(m, z) :
Here S 1 acts only on the second component of {φ > 0} × S 1 . Thus 
where a ∈ R. Put a = −ǫ 2 . Theñ
is clearly diffeomorphic to the standard complex blow up. We call this the symplectic blow up with parameter ǫ. Intuitively we think of it as cutting out a ball of radius ǫ and collapsing the boundary to form a P n−1 . Choose a smooth monotonic map R ≥ǫ → R ≥0 taking ǫ to zero and being the identity for x ≥ 2ǫ. Use this to define a map
Although this blowdown map is not unique all such choices will be isotopic. Recall that the action of a group H on a Hermitian vector space V via a unitary representation ρ : H → U (V ) is Hamiltonian. There is a standard moment map φ V satisfying
There is a natural induced action of H onṼ ǫ . The new moment map φṼ is given by the above formula onṼ ǫ − E and by its extension on E. We can obtain PV symplectically by reducing V at 1 with respect to the obvious diagonal S 1 action, and this commutes with the unitary action. So the restriction of φṼ to E is easily seen to be ǫ 2 times the standard moment map for the induced Hamiltonian action of H on PV ∼ = E:
Denote the standard map by φ PV so that φṼ = ǫ 2 φ PV .
Briefly, to desingularise a singular quotient X we proceed as follows: begin with a symplectic submanifold of M containing Z α for some minimal α ∈ I. Blow up along this submanifold. The symplectic quotient of the blowup will have a stratification similar to that of X but indexed by I − {α}. Proceeding inductively we construct X. The mapX → X is induced from the composition of the blowdown maps upstairs.
The construction involves several choices so that X is only unique up to deformation equivalence. The proof of this is given in [MeS] §4.2. However our focus is on topological questions so that this is sufficient for us.
Crucial to the whole approach is the fact that we have standard local models for neighbourhoods of the strata of singular symplectic quotients. We devote some space to describing these. First the local normal form introduced by Marle [Ma] and Guillemin and Sternberg [GS1] . It gives us a standard model for a Hamiltonian Kspace and the corresponding moment map in a neighbourhood of an orbit
the fibre over x of the symplectic normal bundle to the orbit O. This V comes equipped with a Hermitian structure induced from the triple (J, g, ω) of almost complex structure, metric and symplectic form on M . Further K x acts on V via a unitary representation. The diagonal action of K x on T * K × V where K x acts on the right of T * K and via the representation on V is Hamiltonian, and the quotient is diffeomorphic to
Further the embedding K/K x ֒→ L is isotropic with symplectic normal bundle K × Kx V . There is an action of K on L induced from the left action of K on the first factor of T * G × V . The constant rank embedding theorem (see [SL] Theorem 2.2) tells us that neighbourhoods of O in M and of the zero section of L are equivariantly symplectomorphic. In terms of the local model L, the moment map µ is given by
(where the inner product allows us to consider im φ V ⊂ k * ). Using the metric write V as an orthogonal direct sum
ω /T Z h be the symplectic normal bundle to Z h in M . Since Z h fibres over X h we can consider S h as an orbifold bundle over the latter space. The typical fibre is K × Kx W .
Remark 2.4. For simplicity we assume that Z h is connected. Then we can define V h (globally for all orbits in Z h ). The representation of H h upon V h is well defined and so V h and W also make sense. If Z h were not connected then we would have (possibly) different models on each component.
The structure group R h of S h will be a subgroup of the automorphisms of the fibre K × H h W . If we consider this fibre as a Hermitian bundle over K/H h then the structure group may be identified with the K-equivariant, Hermitian bundle automorphisms. In fact
The fibre of the associated orbifold bundle which is to be our local model is
The usual trick of reducing T * K × W at zero with respect to the diagonal action of H h (acting on the right of T * K and via ρ h on W ) exhibits this as a symplectic manifold. There is a residual action of the group R h defined above (left over from the K × U (W ) action on T * K × W ). This commutes with the action of K (induced by the left action of K on the first factor of T * K × W ). Both these actions are Hamiltonian. The reduction at zero with respect to the K action is
This is most easily seen by reversing the order of the reductions.
Form the orbifold bundle P h × R h F h . Minimal coupling (see [ST] or [SL] §8) endows it with a two form which is non-degenerate in a neighbourhood of
Further, by construction, P h × R h (K/H h ) is embedded with the same symplectic normal bundle as Z h has in M . Applying the constant rank embedding theorem allows us to deduce
there is a K-equivariant symplectomorphism between the two.
In the standard model the moment map of the K action is
Reducing we have
Theorem 2.6. Locally, near X h , the space X is modelled on a fibre bundle
This local model will prove invaluable in performing calculations. An important feature is that the local form is naturally split into orthogonal parts:
where
When we wish to remove the stratum X h in constructing the partial desingularisation we blow up along the symplectic submanifold corresponding to
As noted before, this is only a closed submanifold of a neighbourhood N of Z in M rather than of M itself. Locally, about the exceptional divisor, the blowupÑ is modelled on
whereW is the blowup of W at the origin. The moment map in this local model is given by
One reason for constructing a desingularisation is to utilise it in calculating topological invariants of the singular reduced space X. Here we give a procedure for calculating the (rational) equivariant Poincaré polynomial, P t K (Ẑ), of the zero set of the moment map on the desingularised spaceN . Since K acts onẐ with only finite isotropy groups this will be the (rational) Poincaré polynomial ofX. This calculation can be done inductively by considering the change in cohomology groups at each stage of the blowing up process.
Let X h be a stratum of maximal depth in X = M/ /K and H = exp h. LetÑ be the blowup of a neighbourhood, N , of Z in M along a symplectic submanifold C. The algebra h will no longer be present in the labelling set of the strata for the resulting reduced spaceX =Z/K =Ñ / /K. In order to calculate the equivariant Betti numbers ofẐ we give a formula for the equivariant Poincaré polynomial ofZ in terms of that of Z and various data involving the subgroup H of K. Using this formula for each of the finite number of blow ups required to produceN we will be able to calculate the equivariant Poincaré polynomial ofẐ.
The strategy will be to relate the equivariant cohomology of N and its symplectic blow upÑ and then use the ideas of [K1] to calculate these. The key idea is that we can apply Morse theory to the norm square of the moment map, even though it is not generally non-degenerate. In this way we obtain equivariant Morse equalities involving equivariant Poincaré polynomials of the critical sets of the norm sqare of the moment map. This introduces the equivariant Poincaré polynomials of Z and Z into our formulae.
3.2. The Morse theory of the moment map. Recall that M is a compact Hamiltonian K space for a compact Lie group K. There is a moment map µ : M → k * . As usual we identify k with k * using an invariant inner product on k. Let f = µ 2 : M → R. This will play the role of a Morse function for us. Choose a maximal torus T of K and let t = Lie T . The projection µ T of µ onto t ⊂ k is a moment map for the restriction of the K action to T .
What are the critical points and values of f ? There are finitely many critical values indexed by a set B of adjoint orbits in k. Suppose Kβ ∈ B. Define M β as follows;
M β = {m ∈ M : β ∈ k m and µ(m) = β} .
Let M (β) = KM β . The critical set of f on M is then the disjoint union of the M (β) and f takes the value β 2 on M (β) . The M (β) need not be connected so we write M consist of those points of M which descend to the critical set M i (β) under the flow of the vector field −grad f . This is well defined and M is the union of such strata. The norm square of the moment map is equivariantly perfect so that we obtain equivariant Morse equalities 
So the above formula reduces to
B can be described as the set of adjoint orbits Kβ such that M (β) = ∅. This holds even for non-compact manifolds M . Using this definition of B the formula 3.2 is valid for non-compact M provided only that the gradient flow of f stratifies M in the required way. By this we mean that the flow and the limit points of the flow all lie within M .
When M is compact B may be explicitly described in terms of the images under µ T of fixed points of the maximal compact torus T . To do this choose a positive Weyl chamber t + of t. Any adjoint orbit intersects t + in a point so we can consider B as a subset of t + rather than a collection of adjoint orbits. Let A be the set of images under µ T of fixed points of T . Then B is the set of minimal convex combinations of subsets of A where we take only those combinations lying in t + . This description shows that B is finite.
Consider again the M β . We could write
where Y β = {m ∈ M : β ∈ k m and µ(m), β = β 2 }. This has the advantage that Y β is a symplectic submanifold of M . Further the action of Stab K β on it is Hamiltonian and µ − β is a moment map for this action. Hence M β is the zero set of a moment map on a compact manifold. We can apply 3.2 to it -this gives us an inductive expansion of the formula. The result is a new sum, this time indexed by sequences of points in t + which, following Kirwan [K1] , we call β-sequences. Definition 3.1. A sequence β 1 , . . . , β l with β i ∈ t − {0} is a β-sequence if for each i with 1 ≤ i ≤ l 1. β i is the closest point to zero of Note that any β ∈ B is the closest point to the origin of {α ∈ A : (α − β).β = 0}.
So a β-sequence of length 1 is simply a non-zero element of the indexing set B. A β-sequence of length 2 has β 1 ∈ B − {0} and β 2 in the indexing set for the action of Stab K β 1 on Y β1 with moment map µ − β 1 and so on.
For a β-sequence b let T b be the torus generated by the β i ∈ b and µ b be the projection of µ onto this torus. For
where 
Example 3.2. Consider the case of a torus T acting on P n via a homomorphism φ : T → U (n + 1). We may assume that φ has the form
where the α j are characters of T whose derivatives at 1 ∈ T , which may be identified with elements of t * , are the weights of the representation. For convenience we will denote these weights by α j also. We have the following simple form for the moment map
where (x 0 , . . . , x n ) ∈ C n+1 is a unit lift of x ∈ P n . The set A is now just the set of weights. For β ∈ B the set Y β is given by
In particular it is a linear section of P n . So, by induction, the subsets Y b are also linear sections of P n . Note that they will be connected.
A little work shows that the inductive expansion of 3.2 is
3.3. Calculating P K t (Z). We now apply these ideas to calculate H * K (Z). By a standard argument, see [GH] page 605, we have
where N is a neighbourhood of Z in M of the form µ −1 (B) for some open ball B in k * ,Ñ its symplectic blowup along C and E the exceptional divisor. We are at liberty to choose N so that the only critical points of f | N are Z (simply by shrinking N if this is not already the case). We can then apply 3.2 to calculate P K t (N ) . Note that the flow of −grad f stays within N and all the limit points will also lie in N so that this is valid even though N is non-compact. So
The idea is to use (3.4) to calculate P K t (Ñ ) -one of the terms will be P K t (Z) and thus we can relate this to P K t (Z). AgainÑ is not compact but the flow of −gradf restricts to it and the limit points will lie inÑ so we obtain a stratification indexed by critical sets withinÑ in the required way.
Recall that we have mapsÑ
where π is the blowup and σ a symplectomorphism such thatμ = µ • σ. If x ∈Ñ − E is critical forf then σ(x) ∈ N − U is critical for f . By the choice of N this implies that σ(x) ∈ Z and so x ∈Z. We have
Lemma 3.3. Any critical points off onÑ with non-zero critical value lie on the exceptional divisor E.
On E our local form gives us very precise information about the behaviour ofμ and hence off ;
and under this identificationf :
2 . In this local model π is given by collapsing PW to a point.
Lemma 3.4. If x ∈ E is critical forf then π(x) has isotropy algebra conjugate to h i.e. π(x) ∈ C (h) . Further x is critical for the norm square of the moment map associated to the action of this isotropy group on the fibre E π(x) .
Proof. From the above
The lemma then follows.
In particular note that if an adjoint orbit Kβ indexes a critical set ofμ then we may assume that β ∈ h. A fibre E c of π : E → C can be stratified in two different ways. Firstly there is the restriction of the stratification onÑ induced bỹ f . Secondly E c can be stratified by the norm square of the moment map associated to the action of the isotropy group, K c , on the fibre.
Remark 3.5. Note that the moment map associated to the action of K c is the same as that associated to the action of the connected component of the identity (which is a subgroup of K c ). So we may consider only the action of connected groups and the resulting stratifications will be identical.
Suppose that k c = h; i.e. the connected component of the identity of the isotropy group is H. Corollary 3.6. Then these stratifications coincide in the following sense. The stratumS (β) ofÑ intersected with E c is the union of the finitely many strata of E c indexed by adjoint H orbits contained within Kβ.
Proof. The above lemma shows that the critical sets coincide. The local model shows thatf = φ Ec 2 where φ Ec is the standard moment map for the H action on E c . So the flow of −gradf remains within the fibre and agrees with that of −grad φ Ec 2 there. Allowing for the different labelling conventions, one stratification being labelled by K orbits and the other by H orbits, we are done.
It is useful to make the following definition (cf. [K3] pg68).
Definition 3.7. Suppose G 1 ≤ G 2 are Lie groups and α ∈ g 1 . Set w(α, G 1 , G 2 ) to be the number of adjoint G 1 orbits in G 2 α. By considering intersections of maximal tori with adjoint orbits this number is seen to be finite.
More generally set
for a sequence a = (a 1 , . . . , a l ) ∈ g 1 . Corollary 3.6 above says that for β ∈ h the K-stratumS (β) intersects E c in w(β, H, K) H-strata. Note also that the codimension of the K-stratum inÑ will be the same as the codimension in E c of one of the corresponding H-strata (this is a simple calculation using the local model). Of course these results follow for the stratifications of the Y β and their intersections with E c .
We are working towards reducing all calculations to those involved with the linear action of an isotropy group K c (or rather its connected component of the identity) on the fibre E c . The following proposition is the key result.
Proposition 3.8. For simplicity assume Z h is connected. Let N be the normaliser of H in K. Then
complex projective spaces, of complex dimension z(b) say, and the Leray spectral sequence in equivariant cohomology degenerates to give
Proof. SinceỸ b ⊂Ỹ β1 and eitherỸ β1 ⊂ E orỸ β1 ∩ E = ∅ we see, by consideration off , that for non-zero β-sequencesỸ b ⊂ E. This is a sharpening of lemma 3.3. Notice that there is a K equivariant retraction C → Z (h) given by shrinking the h o directions in the local model
for C. This induces a retraction E → π −1 Z (h) which is K equivariant and preserves the symplectic structure normal to C. Hence under this KỸ b retracts onto
And
So we have the first part
From corollary 3.6 we see that b is in fact a β-sequence for the action of H on a fibre of E over Z h . Further, on a fibre over Z h , the setỸ b is the same whether defined with respect to the K action or the H action. It depends only on data involving the action of T b . From example 3.2 the fibre ofỸ b ∩ π −1 Z h → Z h is a complex projective space. Our assumption that Z h is connected implies that the fibres all have the same dimension, z(b) say. We have an induced fibration
where G = Stab N b and EG → BG is the universal principal bundle for G. Associated to this fibration is a Leray spectral sequence E p,q r . It involves the equivariant cohomology ofỸ b ∩ π −1 Z h and Z h but the normal cohomology of the fibre. Since the fibre is a complex projective space its cohomology has rank 0 or 1 in each dimension. The monodromy preserves orientation so
Furthermore as the fibre is a nonsingular complex projective variety the sequence degenerates by Deligne's criterion, see [D] . Thus the equivariant cohomology of Y b ∩ π −1 Z h is given by the tensor product of the equivariant cohomology of Z h and the normal cohomology of the fibre.
Remark 3.9. A similar argument to that of the second part of this lemma shows that
Pooling these results and using 3.4 we arrive at the following proposition; Proposition 3.10. There is a formula relating the equivariant Poincaré polynomials of Z andZ:
where b runs over all β-sequences for the action of H on a fibre of E over Z h .
Remarks 3.11.
1. In the derivation of this formula two weighting factors appear. One is w(b, N, K) arising in proposition 3.8 and the other is w(b, H, K) −1 compensating for the change in indexing from K to H orbits. These combine to form the factor w(b, H, N ) −1 appearing in 3.6.
2. The awkward dependence on dimension which requires us to write Y i b in 3.4 has disappeared. This is a consequence of our assumption that Z h is connected and the fact that the fibres of
are connected. If Z h is not connected we obtain a formula like 3.6 but with a sum over β-sequences for each representation of H on a fibre of E (i.e. one for each component of Z h ). 3. The term d(b) is the codimension in the fibre of E of the stratum indexed by b. This is the same as the codimension inÑ ofỸ b (see the remark following definition 3.1).
When applied inductively 3.6 allows us to calculate
becauseX has only orbifold singularities. So 3.6 gives a method for calculating the rational cohomology of the partial desingularisation of X.
Example 3.12. For a little illumination let's do the calculation for our baby example X ∆0 . Note that it is fairly easy to see that the desingularisation will be X ∆ǫ . Of course this is diffeomorphic to the standard complex blowup of P 2 at [1, 0, 0]. Elementary methods tell us that P t (X ∆ǫ ) = (1 + t 2 ) 2 . To check our formula we'll obtain this result the hard way using 3.6! Recall that the symplectic quotient X ∆0 arises from the T 2 action on C 4 given by (θ, φ) : (z 1 , z 2 , z 3 , z 4 ) → (e i(θ+φ) z 1 , e iθ z 2 , e iθ z 3 , e iφ z 4 ) whose moment map is taken to be
Thus the zero set Z is {z ∈ C 4 : |z 1 | 2 + |z 2 | 2 + |z 3 | 2 = 1 and |z 1 | 2 + |z 4 | 2 = 1} and the subgroup H of T given by θ + φ = 0 fixes {(z, 0, 0, 0) : |z| 2 = 1} := Z h . Note that the lack of compactness is not important because the gradient flow of the moment map is always away from ∞. Our prescription for C, the centre of the blowup, is that it should be a minimal symplectic submanifold of C 4 containing Z h . We take C = {(z, 0, 0, 0) ∈ C 4 }. The normal bundle N of C may be identified with
The moment map is
whose image is [−1, 1]. The β-sequences for this action can only have length one and are easily seen to be ±1. Moreover
Plugging this information into 3.6 we obtain
) (note that in the Abelian case the weighting factors disappear and the stabiliser of any element of the Lie algebra is the whole group). An elementary calculation shows that P K t (Z h ) = 1/(1 − t 2 ). So it remains only to calculate P K t (Z). This can be done using 3.2 -a little work yields
So, putting these in to the above formula,
as we already knew! 4. Another Calculation of P K t (Ẑ) 4.1. In this section we describe a formula for calculating the equivariant Poincaré polynomial P K t (Z). This formula can then be used inductively to calculate P K t (Ẑ). This formula is slightly different from that given in §3. We approach the calculation from a sheaf theoretic perspective. This will fit naturally into the approach taken to intersection cohomology in the next section. A good general reference for the sheaf theory is [Go] .
Definitions and generalities. Suppose
is the sheaf of simplicial cochains on EK × K S and π 2 : EK × K S → S/K the obvious map. Since sheaves of cochains are fine and this property is preserved by push forwards, we see that C * K (Y ) is a complex of fine sheaves. Hence we can recover H * K (S) by taking the hypercohomology of C * K (Y ). We can also look at the associated cohomology sheaves H * C K (S) -where by this we mean the zero differential complex obtained by sheafifying the presheaf
Lemma 4.1. Let C * be a complex of sheaves with differential d q : C q → C q+1 , and H * the associated complex of cohomology sheaves (with zero differentials). There are quasi-isomorphisms
where the auxiliary complex A * is defined by:
Proof. The proof is almost trivial. Define maps
When we take cohomology sheaves it is clear that these maps induce isomorphisms as required.
Example 4.2. Let M be a smooth manifold and Ω * the de Rham complex of differential forms on M . Each sheaf Ω q is fine and so taking the hypercohomology of Ω * we get the de Rham cohomology H * DR (M ) of M . Suppose, on the other hand, we look at the complex formed from the cohomology sheaves, Ω * , of H * (Ω), with zero differentials. The Poincaré lemma tells us that H q (Ω) is zero except when q = 0. In this case it is the constant sheaf R. Thus the hypercohomology of this complex is simply the sheaf cohomology of R which is well known to be isomorphic to H * DR (M ). Using this lemma we may pass freely from a decomposition of the cohomology sheaves of a complex to a decomposition of the hypercohomology of the complex. A consequence of the lemma is that, for a complex of fine sheaves,
since the quasi-isomorphism of H * (C) and C * implies that the hypercohomology groups are isomorphic.
Splitting H
The behaviour in which we are interested is concentrated along X h ⊂ X. The notation of this section will be the same as that of §2. In particular recall that Z is the zero set of the moment map on M , that N is a neighbourhood of Z and π :Ñ → N is the blowdown map for the blowup of N along C ⊃ Z (h) . Here h is an isotropy algebra of maximal dimension amongst those for which Z (h) = ∅ and H = exp h is the corresponding connected subgroup. Define Y to be π −1 Z ⊂Ñ . Recall that we denoted the symplectic normal bundle of Z (h) in M by S. In fact we may consider N as a bundle over C. From this point of view N | Z (h) = S.
In particular we are interested in the stalks of the sheaves
at a point x ∈ X h . As usual the stalks are the same as those of the associated presheaves.
Recall that for any S ≤ K and S-space A
where S 0 is the connected component of the identity in S and [. . . ] π0S denotes the invariant part under the action of π 0 S. If S is the stabiliser of a point in the orbit represented by z then S 0 = H, and
where W is the 'symplectic slice' to the orbit at this point and Z PW the zero set of the moment map associated to the Hamiltonian action of H on PW .
Proposition 4.3. There are short exact sequences
induced by π : Y → Z and the inclusion i :Z → Y respectively. Further the first of these sequences is split.
There are three fibrations which concern us:
Here ZW is the zero set of the moment map φW associated to the action of H oñ W . Each of these fibrations has an associated fibration over Z h /N 0 , denoted by the same letter:
etc. Note that these are not necessarily locally trivial. The fibre over
for the first, f , and the corresponding object for g and h.
We calculate the N 0 -equivariant cohomology via the Leray-Serre spectral sequences for these fibrations. Consider first the fibration f . The E 2 term is
since Lie S = h. As a ring H * H (PW ) is generated over H * H by the equivariant first Chern class, ζ, of the bundleW → PW . Since this bundle extends tõ
But here the π 0 S action extends to an action of the connected group N 0 /H. This must, by virtue of its connectedness, act trivially. We deduce therefore that R q f must be a locally constant sheaf.
In fact, by lemma 4.7 below, we see that for any H ′ with Lie
. By Deligne's criterion the Leray spectral sequence for f degenerates at the E 2 term. So there is a non-canonical isomorphism
There are natural maps
which induce maps between the spectral sequences for the fibrations. Since H Using the calculations in example 3.12 we have
Thus P K t (Z) = (1 + t 2 ) 2 as required.
5. The Intersection Cohomology of the Quotient 5.1. We shall use the original geometric description of the complex of intersection chains IC * (X), on a space X. Good references for more details are Goresky and Macpherson's original paper [GM1] or Kirwan's book [K4] . In this subsection X will be a pseudomanifold of dimension n. We fix a stratification i.e. a filtration by closed subspaces
is either empty or a manifold of dimension i.
Remark 5.1. Our definition depends on this stratification but in [GM2] it is shown that the resulting homology groups are topological invariants and hence independent of this stratification. Let C r (X) be the group of compactly supported r-chains on X with coefficients in a field F. Fix a perversity p. Define the group IC r (X) to be the subgroup of C r (X) consisting of chains ξ such that
Thus the perversity controls how deeply the allowed chains may intersect the singularities. The boundary operator ∂ restricts to a map
U is an open subset of X then we can define IC p * (U ) in the same way as a subcomplex of C * (U ). Taking the homology of IC p * (U ) we get the intersection homology groups IH p * (U ), of U . Taking duals we may define a cochain complex IC * p (U ) for any open subset U ⊂ X. These will be the cochains with closed support. Suppose U ⊂ V and let i : U ֒→ V be the inclusion. This induces a linear map i * : IC
defines a restriction morphism commuting with the differentials. These restriction maps make IC * p into a presheaf; checking the necessary conditions we see that it is in fact a sheaf. Let's denote it IC * p (X). For more details see [GM2] and [K4] .
The standard argument in simplicial homology (see for example [K4] Chapter 5) shows that IC * p (X) is in fact a complex of fine sheaves; i.e. we can find partitions We can apply exactly the same argument after taking hypercohomology over any open set U/K ⊂ X to deduce that the maps on hypercohomology induced by Σ are all surjective too. The induction has been established and we have proved:
Proposition 5.9. There is a surjective sheaf map
such that all the induced maps
on hypercohomology are surjective. In particular there is a surjection
which generalises the isomorphism existing in the non-singular case.
5.4. The calculation of IP t (X). We now proceed to our main result, a formula for the intersection Betti numbers ofX in terms of those of X and various other data.
Remark 5.10. If we take the hypercohomology of the trivial complex H * π * IC(X) then we get the following isomorphism of vector spaces
However note that, since F * is supported on X h , by taking hypercohomology over the neighbourhood N / /K of X h we obtain
So IH * (N / /K) is isomorphic to a direct summand of IH * (Ñ / /K) and
This shows that the change in the intersection cohomology due to blowing up is a purely local one. In terms of the Poincaré polynomials we have
That is, we may calculate in a neighbourhood of X h or in a model for such a neighbourhood.
Theorem 5.11. In terms of intersection Poincaré polynomials we have a formula
where c(q) = q − 2 q ≤ dim C (PW/ /H)> dim C (PW/ /H) .
Proof. There is a fibrationÑ / /K F −→ K.
Note that it is not necessarily locally trivial -it is in fact an orbifold bundle. Now N / / = (Z ∩Ñ | Z h )/N . But
in which we also denote the LH fibration by F . Since π 0 N is finite we have
We can calculate IH * ((Z ∩Ñ | Z h )/N 0 ) using the Leray-Serre spectral sequence in intersection cohomology for the fibration F over Z h /N 0 .
Remark 5.12. Whenever we have a fibration A → B and wish to calculate the cohomology of a sheaf on A (or indeed the hypercohomology of a complex of sheaves on A) then there is a Leray-Serre spectral sequence which calculates this, see [GH] pp 463-468 or for a more technical treatment [Go] II 4.17. By the Leray-Serre spectral sequence in intersection cohomology we mean simply the sequence for calculating the hypercohomology of the sheaf of intersection cochains on A.
The stalks of the Leray sheaf [z] . But in §4.4 we showed that this action was trivial. We deduce that R q F is locally constant with stalks isomorphic to IH q (PW/ /H). In lemma 4.7 we showed that R q f was not only locally constant but constant. It then follows that R q F must be constant. Since the stalks of R q F obey the hard Lefschetz theorem we have, by Deligne's criterion, that the spectral sequence degenerates at the E 2 term.
There is a second fibration
In the same way as for F there is an associated fibration In particular the Leray-Serre spectral sequence for the fibration G over Z h /N 0 must degenerate at the E 2 term and R q G must be constant. We also deduce that H q is a constant sheaf. The stalk of H q must be IH c(q) (PW/ /H) with c(q) as defined in the statement of the theorem. The degeneration of the spectral sequence for F yields a non-canonical isomorphism
Taking π 0 N -invariant parts gives
Finally by remark 5.10 which says
we have the result.
Example 5.13. (continuing examples 2.2, 3.12 and 4.9.) In this example the formula in theorem 5.11 reduces to
A quick calculation shows that PW/ /H ∼ = P 1 . So IP t (X) = 1 + t 2 + t 4 which we expect since topologically the quotient is P 2 .
